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Abstract. For any language L, any finite set of contexts C, and any positive integer / we con­
struct a linear grammar FG(L> C, 0 generating a language, whose ith fragment coincides with the 
ith fragment of the given language. If there exists some positive integer k such that for any / 2. k 
the grammars FG(L9 C, /) and FG(L, C, k) coincide, then the grammar FG(Lt C, k) generates 
the given language. A necessary and sufficient condition for this coincidence is given. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In special cases of grammars (e.g. regular, linear or context-free ones) non­
terminal symbols can be considered the sets of all words generated by them. 
M. Novotny and his collaborators investigate possibilities of constructing 
grammars, where the role of nonterminals is played by special sets of words, so 
called derivatives and syntactic categories. The noneffective constructions based 
on this idea can be seen in [1], [7], [8], [10], the effective ones in [6], [11]. 
Similar ideas are used in algorithm inferring a linear harmonic grammar, which 
has been proposed by K. Tanatsugu [12]. 
This paper presents an effective algorithm inferring a linear grammar from 
a sample called fragment of the language (the set of all words of the language that 
are not larger than a given positive integer). The idea of using derivatives as non­
terminals in effective constructions is due to M. Novotny ([9]). 
2. P R E L I M I N A R Y D E F I N I T I O N S A N D N O T A T I O N 
By N we denote the set of all positive integers. An alphabet V is a finite set, 
whose elements are called symbols. The set of all words over an alphabet V~ 
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including the empty word k-is denoted by V*. For any x9 yeV*we denote by xy 
their concatenation and for any P, <2 £ V* we put PQ = {xy; xeP9 ye Q}. 
For any aeVa* denotes the word of k concatenated a's. The lenght of the word x 
denoted by | x | is the number of symbols used in its formation. An element 
(w, v) e V* X V* is called a context over V or simply a context. We put | (u, v) \ = 
= I u | 4- | v |. For two arbitrary contexts H^ = (wx, t^) and w2 = (w2> ^2) we 
define the operation wt o w2 == ("1^2, i?2 î) and it is easy to see that ( P x P , o, 
(A, A)) is a monoid. Any set of contexts C generates the submonoid in the above 
mentioned monoid. By [C] we deilote its carrier (i.e. any w e [C] is of the form 
w = wt o... o wk9 where H>!, . . . , ^ve.C). A language L over an alphabet V is 
an arbitrary subset of V*. For any Q £ v* we put || Q\\ = max {\t\; te Q} 
if Q is finite || Q || = 00 otherwise. A grammar is an ordered quadruple G = 
fragment of the set Q. Let w = (w, r), be a context and Q.s- V*. Then the set Qw 
=-= (iS, V, R9 s0)9 where V and S are disjoint alphabets called terminal and non-
terminal ones respectively, P £ (V u S)* x (F u S)* finite set of rules and s0eS 
starting symbol. The relation of direct derivation denoted by -• and its transitive-
reflexive closure denoted by -•*are defined in the usual manner. Grammars are 
said to be regular and linear•, if their sets of rules are of the form R .= Sx V* u 
u Sx V*S a n d i ? c s x F * u Sx V*SV* respectively. We put L(G) -= {f; f e V*9 
so ~+ * t} a n ^ L(G) is said to be the language generated by grammar G. For any 
positive integer i and any Q e V* the set iQ = {t; t e Q9 \ t\ < i} is called ith 
fragment of the set Q. Let w = (u9 v) be a context and g g P , Then the set Qw 
= {t; uto G Q} is said to be the derivative of the set Q by the context w. Clearly 
(Qx)y = Qxoy f°
r a ny contexts x9yeV*xV* and any set Q £ V*. For any sets P, 
g c K* we set P € Q if and only if there exists some positive integer 1 such that P 
is the ith fragment of Q. Obviously for any system of sets T 5= 2V* the pair (T, G ) 
is a partially ordered set. 
i 3. C O N S T R U C T I O N OF PC-GRAMMARS 
Let L be an arbitrary language over an alphabet V9 C finite set of nontrivial 
contexts (i.e. contexts different from (A, A)). We set 
>(0 = \(fL)w; w e [C], (iL)w = 0} u {iL}. 
(Many constructions in this, paper depend on fixed sets L and C. For the sake of 
notation convenience we shall omit them as parameters.) 
Clearly (iL)w = 0 for any w e [C} with the property | w \ > 1, thus the set P(i) 
is finiteJ By Afr(i) we denote the set of all maximal elements in the ordered set 
(P(0, c ) . Note that iL e Af(i). Let us have a mapping" of (J P(/) into (J M(i) 
with the following properties: 
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(i) QeP(i) implies QeM(i), 
00 Q S 2-
Any mapping with those properties will be called a C-mapping of the language L. 
Any pair (Q, uQwv), where QeM(/), weC and QweP(/) is said to be an FG-rule 
of the ith fragment. Now, let us define the mapping c of [j {{/} xP(/)} into N in the 
following way: 
c(U Q) = max {/ - | w |; w e [C], Q = (/L)w}. 
An arbitrary FG-rule of the ith fragment (Q, uPv) is said to be suitable if for any 
r e {u} P{v} - Q the condition | /1 > c(i9 Q) holds. Now we can construct the 
grammar FG(L, C, /) belonging to the ith fragment of the language L. We put 
Rt(i) — the set of all suitable FG-rules of the ith fragment, 
*2(0 = {(& t);Q'e M(/), f e e - {urv; (Q, uPv) e Rx(j), r e P}}. 
The ordered quadruple FG(L, C, /) = (V, Af(/), Rt(i) u R2(i), iL) is a linear 
grammar, where we suppose without loss of generality that the sets V and M(i) 
are disjoint. In the next section we show that the construction of a grammar 
FG(L, C,/) is relatively independent on mapping ", the only importance is tha t 
it has the properties of a C-mapping. 
зъ (Зb)w 
< » > . . » 
fig. 1 
3.1 Example, (a) Let V = {a}, C =={w = (a, A)} and 3L = {A, a2}. The ordered 
set (P(3), c ) is shown in fig. 1. We have two .FG-rules 3L -• a(3L)w and (3L)W -+ a3Z, 
and it is easy to see that both ones are suitable. Thus the grammar FG(L,C, 3) 
contains the following rules: 




This grammar generates all even powers of the symbol a. (b) Let V and C be the 
same ones as in (a) but assume that the sample {A, a2} is the fourth fragment 
of some language. The ordered set (P(4), C) is of the same structure as in (a) but 
the rule (4L)W -* a4L is not suitable since a
3 e {a} 4L - (4L)W and c(4, (4L)W) = 3. 
Thus we obtain the grammar FG(L9 C, 4) with the rules: 
4L -+ a(4L)w\ A, 
(4L)W -+ a. 
This grammar generates exactly the given sample, (c) If the fourth fragment of 
some language 4L = {k9 a
2
9 a*} and C = {(a9 A)}, the construction of the grammar 
FG(L9 C, 4) leads to the same one as in (a) (up to renaming nonterminals). • 
The example 3.1. shows that the grammar FG(L9 C, /) generates all words of/L. 
Moreover the suitability of FG-rules guarantees that if the grammar FG(C9 L9 i) 
generates some words that are not contained in iL9 then they must be larger than /. 
Let us prove this fact exactly. In what follows we suppose that we are given fixed 
sets K, i and C. D 
3.2. Lemma Let ieN9 QeP(i) and weC such that QweP(i). Then: 
, (i) teQimplies\t\ <> c(i, Q); 
(ii) c(i9 iL) = /, 
(iii) c(i9 Q) - f w | £ c(i9 Qw). 
Proof. The statements (i) and (ii) are trivial, we prove (iii). Let x e [ C ] be 
a context such that Q = (iL)x and c(i9 Q) = / — | x |. We have c(/, Qw) = 
= c(i9 (iL)xow) = max {/ - | y |; y e [C], (iL)xow = (iL)y} > i - | x o w \ = / -
-\x\-\w\-c(i9Q)-\w\.u 
3.3. Lemma For any / e N the following assertions hbld. 
(i) Q e M(i) and t e Q imply Q->* t in the grammar FG(L9 C, /), 
(ii) L(FG(L9 C, /)) a iL. 
Proof, (i) By induction on lenght of the word /. 
(a) If | /1 = 0 (i.e. / = A), then there exists the rule Q -+ A in jR2(/) since A £ 
$ {«} Hv) for any rule Q -> uPv in Rt(i). 
(b) Let | /1 > 0 and suppose that the assertion holds for any word r such that 
| r | < | /1. If Rx(i) does not contain any rule Q -+ uPv with the property / = urv9 
then JR2(0 contains the rule Q -• /. If Rx(i) contains some rule Q -• uPv such that 
/ = urv9 then P = *QW where w = (u9 v)9 reQw and reP since Q* is a fragment 
of P. Furthermore \r\ < | /1 implies P-**r and Q -• uPv->*urv = / completes 
the proof of the assertion (i). 
(ii) is a consequence of (i). a 
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3.4. Lemma For any suitable FG-rule of the ith fragment Q ~* uPv holds: 
c(i,Q)-\(u,v)\<c(i,P). 
Proof. Let (w, v) -= w. If P = (?w, then by 3.2. (iii) the assertion holds. Assume 
that P = Qw ^ Qw. Then there exists some word t with the property teP and 
t £ Qw since Qw is a fragment of P. Consequently utv e {u} P{v} — Q and this 
implies | utv \ > c(/, Q) since the rule Q -» wPt; is suitable. By* 3.2. (i) we have 
111 < c(/, P) and c(/, Q) - | w | < | /1 < c(/, P) completes the proof. D 
3.5. Lemma For any i e N the following assertions hold. 
(i) Q-» */ in the grammar FG(Ly C, /) and \ t \ < c(/, Q) imply t e Q. 
(ii) iL 2 iL(FG(L, C, /)). 
Proof, (i) By induction on lenght of derivation. 
(a) If t can be derived in one step from <2, then there exists a rule Q -* t in R2(i) 
and teQ trivially. 
(b) Suppose that t can be derived in n steps (n > 1) and that the assertion holds 
for any k < n. Consequently there exists a rule Q -• uPv such that t = urv and r 
can be derived from Pin n - I steps. We have | t \ = | urv \ < c(/, 0 , i.e. | r | ^ 
-̂  c(/, Q) - | (w, t;) | and by 3.4. c(/, Q) - | (M, t>) | £ c(/, P). Thus | r | ^ c(/f P) 
and r e P. Finally t = urve {u} P{v} and | t | ^ c(/, Q) implies teQ since otherwise 
we would have a contradiction with the suitability of the FG-rule Q -• uPv. 
(ii) is a consequence of (i) and 3.2. (ii). D 
3.3. (ii) and 3.5. (ii) yield the following result. 
3.6. Theorem iL = iL(FG(L, C, /)). D 
A language L is^said to be FG-grammatizable, if there exists a finite set of non-
trivial contexts C, C-mapping~ and a positive integer k such that for any / ^ k 
the grammars FG(L, C, i) and FG(L, C, A:) coincide up to renaming nonterminals. D 
4. C-FINITE LANGUAGES, COMPLETE SETS OF CONTEXTS 
Let L be an arbitrary language over an alphabet F, C a finite set of nontrivial 
contexts. We define the equivalence relation R.on [C] in the following way: 
For any x9ye [C] xRy if and only if Lx = Ly. A language L is saicl to be C-finite 
if the set [C]/R is finite (c.f. [10]), 
4.1. Lemma (iL)x C (iL)y holds for any i e N and any x, y 6 [C] such that xRy 
and\y\s\x\. 
Proof. If \y\ > i or \x\ > i& \y\$ then the assertion is trivial. Let x = 
= (xt, x2), y = (yt,^) and assume that i%\x\%\y\. First we prove (iL), S-
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S (iL)y. For any te(iL)x we have x1tx2eiL9 consequently x1tx2eL and xRy 
implies yxty2eL. Furthermore |y i /y 2 | <. \ xltx2 \ < / , hence yxty2eiL and 
te(iL)y. Now we prove that for any te(iL)y with the property t < max {| r\; 
r e (iL)x} .= m the condition t e (iL)x holds. Let t e (iL)y and | /1 < m. Similarly 
we have xxtx2 eL and clearly m < i - | x |. Thus \xxtx2 \ = | l + | x\ < m + / — 
- m = / and consequently t € (/X)x which completes the proof. • 
4.2. Lemma Let x,ye [C] be two contexts such that Lx is infinite and xRy. Then 
there exists ke N such that for any i ^ k (iL)x is not a fragment of (it)y. 
Proof. Let x =* (xi, x2) and y = 0>i, y2). xUy implies that there exists a word 
te(Lx — Ly) u (Lj, - Lx). If there exists teLx - Ly9 then xxtx2 e L and y1ty2 $L. 
We put fc = | xltx2 |. Obviously / e (iL)x — (iL)y for any / ^ k, hence (/X)x is not 
a subset of (/X)y. The second subcase teLy - Lximplies that yxty2 eL and x1tx2 $ 
$L. We put k •̂ | t| sufficiently large such that there exists ue(kL)x with the 
property \u\ ^ \ t\ (this is possible since Lx is an infinite set of words). For any 
i'^'k we have t e (iL)y - (iL)x and | /1 < max {\u\; ue (iL)x}. Thus (/X), is not 
a fragment of (iL)y. O 
4.3. Lemma Let x,ye [C] be two contexts such that Lx is a finite set. Then there 
exists keN such that for any i ^ k (iL)x € (iL)y if and only if (kL)x £ (kL)y. 
Proof. Let x = (Xi, x2), y = (yt, y2) and let us set k = max {| u |; w eL,} + 
+ max {| x |, | y |}. Clearly (/X), = Lx for any / g k. 
(a) We prove „if" part of the assertion. Let (kL)x d (kL)y and / ^ k. Obviously 
(/X), = (kL)x £ (kX)y £ (£L)y. Assume that there exists a word te(iL)y - (/X), 
(otherwise (iL)x = (/X)y and „if" part of the proof is trivial). If t e (kL)y then \t\ > 
> max {| u |; u e (iL)x} since (iL)x = (kX), e (&X)r If t $ (kL)yyXhen \ yxty2 \ > fc, 
i.e. f/| > k - 17 | =max{ | u\;ue(iL)x} +max {| x U I y 1} - ly l ^ max{| w|; 
^e(/L)x}. 
(b) To prove „only if" part of the assertion let us suppose that (kL)x is not 
a fragment of (kL)y. If there exists t e (kL)x - (kL)y, then t e (iL)x - (iL)y for any 
i ^ fc since otherwise te (iL)y implies | yxty2 j > k, i.e. | /1 > k - | y \ ^ 
^ max {| u |; u e (iL)x} which would be a contradiction. If there exists t e (kL)y -
- (kL)x with the property \t\ < m;ax {| w |; u eLx}, then clearly t e (iL)x = (AX), 
and consequently t e (iL)y — (/X), for any / £ fc. D 
4.4. Lemma Let the set {Lw; w e [C], Lw is infite} be finite. Then the set {Lw; 
w e [C], Lw is finite} is finite too. 
Proof. If X is finite the assertion is trivial, suppose that X is infinite, Lfct n ^ 1 
be an integer such that for any infinite derivative Q of X by the context from [C] -
- {(A,A)} there exist contexts wl9'...^wkeC such that k < n and Q = Xw where 
w> *== H>t o ... o wk. Setting m = max {{0} u {|| X^ \\; Lw is finite, w = iv1o..,o wk, 
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wt e C for 1 < / < k < n}} we prove that for any finite derivative Q the condi-
tion || Q || < m holds. Let Lw be an arbitrary finite derivative where w = wx o ... 
...o ws and vvf e C for 1 < / :< s. If LWl is finite, then clearly || Lw || < || LWi \\ < m. 
Assume that || LWl || is infinite and letj be an integer with the following property; 
setting x ~ wt o ... oWjLxis infinite and LXOWj+1 is finite. There exists a context 
y = yt o ... 0yk where y,.eC for 1 < / < k9 k < n and Lx = Ly. We have 
\\LXOWj+l\\ = II-Vw7+Ill ^ wand clearly || Lw || < || LX0WJ„ ||. D 
4.5. Corollary For any language L and any finite set ofnontrivial contexts C the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) L is C finite. 
(ii) There exists me N such that card (M(i)) < m for any ie N. 
Proof. By 4.1. (i) implies (ii) since it sufices to put m = card ([C]/_R). Conversely 
suppose that L is not C-finite. We set D = {Lw; w e [C], Lw is infinite} and by 4.4. 
D is an infinite set. Furthermore by 4.1. and 4.2. for any two different derivatives P9 
QeD there exist contexts x9ye [C] and an integer k such that P = LX9 Q = Ly 
and for any / = k(iL)x # (iL)y and (iL)X9 (iL)y e M(i). This completes the proof. • 
In what follows we show that for any language L and any finite set of nontrivial 
contexts C there exists an integer k and a C-mapping ~ such that for any i ^ k 
the sets of FC-rules Rx(i) and Rt(k) coincide if and only if L is C-finite. The 
necessity of this condition follows by 4.5., we show sufficiency. Let L be a C-finite 
language and D = {Ql9 ..., Qn} be the set of all derivatives of L by the contexts 
from [C]. We choose the set of contexts Y = {yl9 ..., yn} £ [C] in the following 
way: 
(0 Qi = Lyi for 1 < / <: n9 
(ii) x e [C] and xRy( imply \y.\ < \x\„ 
4.1. guarantees M(i) e {(/£)y; >> e Y}. Let us put C0 = C u {(A, A)}. By 4.1., 4.2., 
4.3. and construction of Y it follows that for any contexts x9 y e Y and weC0 
there exists an integer kpwy such that for any / i> fc,^ (iL)xow e (/L)y if and only if 
(kxwyL)xow £ (fc^w^V We put k = max {kxwy\ x9 y e Y9 w e C0}. We have (it)xow d 
d (iL)y if and only if (kL)xow a (kL)y for any x9 yeY9 weC0. Furthermore if 
(iL)x = (iL)y for some x, y e Y and / ^ fe, then x = y since by construction of the 
index k (iL)x = (iL)y holds for any / ^ A:, i.e. Lx~ Ly. Denoting by X the subset 
of Y such that Af(fe) = {(kL)x; xeX} we can estabilish the following assertion. 
4.6. Lemma Let Lbe a C-finite language. Then there exists ke N and a finite set 
of contexts X £ [C] such that for any i ^ k hold: 
(i) M(i) = {(iL)x; xeX},x,ye X and x & y imply (iL)x # («,),. 
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(ii) (iL)xow a (iL)y if and only if (kL)xow d (kL)y for any x,yeX and any 
we[c). 
W)c{IAiL)J-i-\x\. 
Proof. Let F, X £ Y and k be the above constructed sets and index, (i) and (ii) 
has been already proved, we prove (iii). Assume that c(/, (iL)x) > i - | x | for some 
x e X and / ;> k. Consequently there exists a context w e [C] such that (iL)x = 
= (iL)w and | w \ < \ x |, by construction of the set X we have xRw. Let z e Y 
and y e Xbe the contexts such that wRz and (iL)z C (iL)y. We have (iL)x C (iL)w = 
C (/X), € (/L)y andthis implies (iL)x = (/X), since (iL)x, (iL)y e M(i). Thus (iL)x = 
= (/X)z, consequently x = z and we have xl&v-Rz = x which is a contradiction. • 
Let X be a C-finite language, X a set of contexts and let k be the least integer 
such for any / J> k the conditions 4.6. (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Then X is said to be 
the principal set of contexts of the language L and k = dx(L9 C) is said to be the 
first degree of the language X. 
4.7. Lemma Let X be a C-finite language, X its principal set of contexts and let ~: 
P(dt(L, C)) -• M(dt(L9 C)) be an arbitrary mapping with the property Q <LQ. Then 
there exists a C-mapping ~ such that hold: 
(0 Q = Q for any Q e P(di(L, C)). 
(ii) The sets of FG-rules of the dx(L, C)th and ith fragment coincide for any 
i ^ d ^ Q . 
Proof. By 4.6. (ii) it suffices to put (iL)x0W = (iL)y if and only if (kL)x0W = (kL)y 
for any / ^ k = dt(L, C)9 any *, y e X and any weC. D 
4.7. guarantees not only the existence of the C-mapping " but also the 
independence of choice of restriction "" on P(i) for any ieN. In other words we 
can construct the restriction " on P(i) arbitrarily, i.e. effectively. Any mapping 
with the property 4.7. (ii) will be called a principal mapping of the language X. 
Now we can estabilish the assertion guaranteeing coincidence of the sets Rx(i) 
and Rt(k) for some keN and any i!gk. 
4.8. Lemma Let X be a C-finite language, X its principal set of contexts and ~ 
its principal mapping. Let w =-= (u, v)eG and x,ye X be the contexts such that 
(iL)x -• u(iL)yv is an FG-rute for any i ^ dt(L, C). Then there exists k ;> dx(L, C) 
such that the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) xo wRy. 
(ii) FG-rule (iX)» -• u(iL\v is suitable for any i £ jfc. 
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Proof, (a) We prove that (i) implies (ii) for any / *> dt(L,C). Let xo wRy, 
i'ZdifaC) and t e {u} (iL)y{v} - (iL)x. Obviously the word t is of the form 
/ = urv9 where re(iL)y and r$(iL)xow. However xo wRy implies reLxow and 
consequently \r\> i -\xow\. Thus | /1 = | urv \ > i - \Xo w \ + \ w \ — 
= / _ | x | = c(/, (iL)x) (by 4.6. (ii)). 
(b) To prove that (ii) implies (i) suppose that xo wRy. (iL)xow G (iL)y holds 
for any / § dt(L, C) thus by 4.2. Z , ^ is finite. Let m ^ d^L, C) be an integer 
such that Lxow e P(i) for any / ^ m. Furthermore there exists j ^ /n and a word r 
with the property r e (JL)y — (jL)xow since otherwise we would have a contradiction 
with xo wRy. We put k = max {j, | xo w \ + \ r \}. For* any / ^ k we have 
urv e {u} (iL)y {v} - (iL)x and | urv \ < i - | x | = c(/, (/L)x) (by 4.6. (iii)), i.e. the 
FC-rule is not suitable. D 
By 4.8. there exists an integer k such that for any i "̂  k the sets of rules Rx(i) 
and Rx(k) coincide. The least one of these integers denoted by d2(L, C) will be 
caled the second degree of the language L. 
It remains to estabilish the necessary and sufficient condition guaranteeing the 
coincidence of the sets R2(i) and R2(k) for some fixed ke N and any / ^ k. Let L 
be an arbitrary language, C a finite set of nontrivial contexts. The set C is said to be 
complete with respect to L if there exists a nonnegative integer m such that for 
any context x e [C] and any word t e Lx with the property \t\ > m there exists 
a context (w, v)eC and a word r e V* such that t = urv (c.f. [10]). 
4.9. Lemma Let Lbe a language, C a finite set of nontrivial contexts. Let x e [C] 
and teLxbe a word such that there does not exist any context (w, v)eC and a word 
reV* with the property t = urv. Then there exists positive integer k such that the 
grammar FG(L, C, /) contains the rule (iL)x -> t for any i *g k. 
Proof. We put k = | x | + | 11. Clearly t e (iL)x and t e (iL)x for any / ~> k. 
However / $ {urv; ((iLx), uQv) e Ri(i), r e g } , thus R2(i) contains the rule (iL)x -• / 
for any / ^ k. • 
Finally we estabilish the main theorem. 
4.10. Theorem Let L be a language, C a finite set of nontrivial contexts. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) L is FG-grammatizable, 
(ii) L is C-finite and C is complete with respect to L. 
Proof. By 4.5. and 4.9. (i) implies (ii). Furthermore by 4.7. and 4.8. it follows 
that C-finiteness of the language L guarantees coincidence of the seta Rx(i) and 
Rt(k) for some fixed k and any / ,>,£. It remains to prove that C-finit̂ ness of X 
and completeness of the set C with the respect to L guarantee coicidence of the 
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sets R2(i) and R2(k) for some fixed keNand any i ^ k. Let Xbe a principal set 
of contexts, " a principal mapping and k = d2(L, C) the second degree of L. 
Completness of the set C guarantees that there exists at most finite number of the 
words t e Lx (x e [C]) which can't be expressed in the form t = urv for some 
(w, v)eC and by 4.9. for any word t with this property there exists ke N such 
that the grammar FG(C, L, i) contains the rule (iL), -» t for any i ^ k. If the 
grammar FG(L>C,j) contains some rule (jL)x-+t = urv where (w, v)eC and 
j}zk, then this grammar does not contain the rule (JL)X -> u(JL)y v. By construction 
of the second degree of L the rule (iL)x -> u(/L)y t? is not contained in the grammar 
FG(L, C, /) for any i ^ A:. By 4.8. we have xo (w, t;) i?y and consequently by 4.2 
Aco(«,t>) *s finite since by 4.6. (ii) (iL)xo(UtV) C (lX)y holds for any i .> k. Thus 
there exists at most finite number of the words t — urveLx where xeX and 
(u,v)eC such that the rule (JL)X-+ t is contained in the grammar FG(L,CJ) 
for some j ^ k. Moreover the nonexistence of the rule (iL)x -> u(iL)y u implies 
that the rule (iL)x -+ t is contained in the grammar FG(L, C, /) for any i *g j and 
this completes the proof. D 
The conditions "to be C-finite" and "to be complete" are mutualy independent 
(c.f. [10]). 
4.11. Examples (a) Any finite language is FG-grammatizable since any set of 
contexts is complete with respect to any finite language and any finite language is 
C-finite for any set of contexts C. 
(b) Any regular language is FG-grammatizable. It suffices to put C == {(a, A); 
aeV}. Clearly the set C is complete with respect to any language over the 
alphabet V and any regular language is C-finite ([3]). Moreover this construction 
leads to a regular grammar. 
(c) Any even linear language is FG grammatizable (i.e. language generated by 
a grammar whose rules are either of the form P -* vQu where | u \ = | v \, or P -• 0-
We put C = {(a, b);a,beV}. The set Cis complete with the respect to any language 
and any even linear language is C-finite ([10]). D 
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